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THE OVERHEAD LINE FAULT PASSAGE INDICATOR
DESIGNED  SPECIFICALLY TO OPERATE IN
CONJUNCTION WITH  ARC SUPPRESSION  COIL
NETWORKS.

BENEFITS:

 A handheld instrument that will determine the
exact position of  an ASC overhead line fault.

 Easy to use and quick identification of fault
location  resulting in less network stress.

 Inexpensive linesman’s tool.

 Savings on CML  and customer interruptions.
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5. The engineer must patrol the line between these two points. The faulty pole will be identified by
the Pathfinder giving a positive response under the span on one side of the pole, but a negative
response on the adjacent span.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

a) Turn the selector switch to ‘Batt Test’.  If the meter needle reads below 5 then change the 4 x AA
batteries by removing the two nylon thumb screws at the side of the instrument and prize the lid
away from the body.

b) Stand directly under the overhead line at mid span ideally, with shoulders at right angles to the
conductors.  Hold the Pathfinder MKVIE  face high and upright (as shown)  and steady.  The
conductors should be approximately 5 metres above the instrument.

c) Turn the selector to ‘Load’  and adjust the sensitivity knob until the meter reading is 5.  If the
Meter will not read 5, leave sensitivity adjusted to maximum.

d) Turn the selector to ‘Load + Fault’ and observe the meter.

      

e) If the meter increases slightly, f) If the reading increases by a factor of
 stays the same, or decreases 2 or more, there is fault current

there is no fault current flowing. flowing, and the fault lies further down
the line.
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